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A note from the Editor
For this the second edition of the 2017 Canberra Survey Corps Association newsletter the
main intent is to report on Anzac Day 2017. Of course I always welcome articles for
publishing in any newsletter and for this edition I thank John Mobbs, Mark Heinrich and Don
Swiney for their contributions and efforts.
There are many many untold stories and photo-albums still to be aired, so please capture
them, as brief or as long as they may be, and send them to me to be published in the
newsletter. My editorial responsibility is simply that I am the ‘reasonable person test’.
Articles and photographs published should be to the best recollection of the author and
cannot be construed to be defamatory or embarrassing to living or deceased individuals or
bring the good name of any organisation into disrepute. Acknowledge ‘sources’ and use
‘references’ if they exist.
The next newsletter will be published after the Corps’ 102nd Anniversary of its foundation on
1st July 1915. Please note that the Corps birthday lunch at the Kingston Hotel will be on
Friday 30th June. This will hopefully catch many of our members who can convince their
bosses to give them a few hours away from the desk for an occasion such as this.

Peter Jensen
Editor/President pajmjensen@gmail.com
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Anzac Day 2017
By Peter Jensen

It was one of those rare ‘rain on your parade’ days that tried to spoil the Anzac Day
commemorations in Canberra. There were far fewer people than previous years at
the ceremonies but amongst the crowd in the darkness and light rain at the Australian
War Memorial Dawn Service were Dave McLachlan, Ross and Catherine Jenkins, and
Terry and Sharon Lord who were visiting from Port Macquarie. On key were the
kookaburras and magpies which live in the open eucalypt forest on the slopes of
Mount Ainslie behind the War Memorial. The birds always seem to sense the occasion
and start their ‘laughs’ and ‘chortles’ during the last post and then reveille in the
dark just before dawn. It does not get any more Australian than that.
The march up Anzac Parade to the Australian War Memorial National Ceremony later
in the morning was rained upon heavily but our Association marchers were only a few
less than recent years. Those to brave the elements to remember and honour Survey
Corps members and others in survey units who had died in war and peace on survey
operations, and all who had served were: John Bullen (contingent leader - something
which John has done proudly for many years with much style and commands given on
the correct foot), Dave McLachlan (thanks to Dave for carrying the banner again this
year), Len Kemp, Kev Kennedy, Kev Miles, Noel Ticehurst, Rob Gray, Peter Ralston,
Pat Austine (serving at HQ Joint Operations Command at Bungendore) and Peter
Jensen. Apologise were from: Dawn Laing, John Gregs, Gary and Anne Drummond,
Roger Rees, Mark Heinrich, Martin Lyons, Graham Baker, Les Dixon and Gary Hunter.

John Bullen leads the contingent on the access road to the parade ground with Dave McLachlan
carrying the banner (Photo courtesy of Jodi Bingley on Facebook). We all felt sorry for the scout
marker as she did not have a rain coat and preferred to march without a loan jacket.
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(Photo courtesy of Jodi Bingley on Facebook)

The Banner for the Centenary of the Army accompanied by Army Headquarters staff – it is not often
that you will see as many ‘red gorget patches’ on officers marching in the ranks together – photo
courtesy of the Australian War Memorial
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The band of the Royal Military College Duntroon leading the tri-service guard of the Australian
Defence Force Academy onto the parade ground in front of the Stone of Remembrance (Photo
courtesy of Australian War Memorial Facebook page)

Tri-service guard of Australian Defence Force Academy. Seconds later the F/A18 Hornet disappeared
vertically, with afterburners glowing, into low cloud on Mount Ainslie behind the Australian War
Memorial (Photo courtesy of Australian War Memorial Facebook page)
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Lunch at the Kingston Hotel - next to the fire place to dry out, from the left – Catherine Jenkins, Ross
Jenkins, Peter Ralston, John Bullen, Charlie Watson, Kev Miles, Terry Lord, Sharon Lord, Peter Jensen
(photographer)

The commemorative address at the National Ceremony was delivered by Vice-Admiral Ray
Griggs, AO, CSC, RAN, Vice-Chief of the Defence Force. His address focussed on the 75th
Anniversary of when Australia was under direct attack by Japanese forces in the Second
World War:
“…………1942 was a pivotal year in the Pacific War. I have only mentioned but a few of the
many actions and battles that took place across this vast maritime theatre. Enough I trust
though to give a sense of its crucial importance to our nation.
It is often said that we as a nation came of age at Gallipoli, but 1942 I think it is fair to say,
was a year that unified the country like no other, a year where the ‘war effort’ became a
national imperative.
It was a year in which conflict came to our doorstep, and a year in which our future Alliance
with the United States was forged.
In 1942 it was the collective efforts of the whole nation that allowed the year to end with a
new dawn rather than in disaster.
The thread that connects our troops at Gallipoli to those in 1942 and to those standing
watch today is the grit, the determination, and the will to endure the adversity they face in
fighting for our way of life and our freedoms.
This fight has always involved great sacrifice and we have not always prevailed, but, our
troops have always fought in a way that warrants our gratitude, our respect and most
importantly, thoughtful reflection.
That’s why we gather here, every year, from dawn and throughout the day.
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That’s why we must remember them, always.
Lest we forget.”

Between the Lines – Brushes with Fame
By John Mobbs

Have you ever pulled a snake out of a hole backwards, wondering how long it’s going to be?
A recent trip to Melbourne and a visit to the National Gallery of Victoria found me standing in
front of a curious painting by the famous Arthur Boyd, as photographed below.

Naturally, the mention of “a cartographic unit stationed in South Melbourne” piqued my
interest. I had never heard that Boyd was a member of RASvy and so I “pulled the snake’s
tail” by firing off a query to Peter Jensen. He returned information gleaned from our RASvy
nominal roll, as follows:

V101720

SPR

BOYD ARTHUR MERRIC BLOOMFIELD

12/May/1941

24/Mar/1944

I reasonably thought that other roll details, for RASvy members with Boyd as a surname,
would eliminate namesakes and lead to a clear identification – but read on – there’s more!
Peter also advised that whilst serving in the Army, Arthur Boyd met John De Burgh Perceval,
another now-famous Australian artist. His is the only “Perceval” record in our roll as follows:

V144406
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In case that wasn’t enough, it turns out (from research by Peter and me) that John Perceval,
whilst in the Army, met Arthur Boyd’s younger sister and married her in 1944.
Armed with their dates of service, I then checked my records to see if we have images of
either Boyd or Perceval in our RASvy 1915 – 2015 photo collection. The following image is the
only one I have that shows a Sapper Boyd, third from the left in the back row, photographed
with HQ AHQ Cartographic Company at Fortuna. That unit was initially formed in Melbourne
on 1 February 1941 and had completed its move from Melbourne to Bendigo by June 1942, so
it looked like I might have my man, in the case of Arthur!
Unfortunately, I could not find Arthur’s artistic colleague, John Perceval, identified in any
images of the AHQ Cartographic Company from that era. More about John, later.

I am very aware that many members with great artistic talent passed through RASvy during its
illustrious existence. Indeed, a debate on whether Cartography is actually art or science
would carry many of us long into the night! However, having an acknowledged artist such as
Arthur Boyd in our ranks between 1941 and 1944 is particularly interesting in the light of his
later achievements and accolades. But, is it Arthur Boyd in the image above?
Valerie Lovejoy, in “Mapmakers of Fortuna”, 2003, (p.p. 23) provides this unexpected Boyd
perspective, apparently attributed to WO1 Neil Rankin (serving between 1940 – 1974):
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“The Cartographic Company became the repository of any person who demonstrated artistic
talent, and many artists of renown ended up at Fortuna during these years to work in the
drawing sections. Some who went on to become famous were Arthur Boyd, John Perceval, Tim
Nichol, Jim Croft, Guy Boyd, Joe Wright, Robin Boyd and Charles Woodford. Experienced and
accomplished draughtsmen like Bert Hurren, Phil Las Gourges and Harry Raisbeck supervised
those with talent but little experience. Neil Rankin, who arrived at Fortuna in 1942, recalls that
the artists gave a bohemian flavour to the Company. On Wednesday afternoons, the designated
sports afternoons, the artists went out locally with their easels to paint, which caused some
merriment in the printing room. The discussions on art were never ending, and the recreation
room became a permanent gallery where people went to look, criticise or just scoff.”
[Author’s note: the bolded italics above are my own. One wonders how the Company SergeantMajor of the day felt about these “free spirits” wafting around the town on Wednesday
afternoons, carrying easels instead of Lee-Enfields!]
So, back to our nominal roll again – and now it becomes even more interesting (and difficult)!
Guy Boyd mentioned above is almost certainly Guy Martin à Beckett Boyd, Arthur’s younger
brother by three years. He later became a well-known sculptor. According to the Australian
Dictionary of Biography (http://adb.anu.edu.au/biography/boyd-guy-martin-a-beckett12240)….

“…. in 1941- 46 he served in the Militia. A committed pacifist, he refused to bear arms and
worked at first as a draughtsman. Conflicts with his superiors were resolved when he was posted
in 1944 to the 103rd Convalescent Depot, Ingleburn, New South Wales, to teach pottery to the
patients.”
Guy’s record in our nominal roll is as follows:
V144634

SPR

BOYD

GMA

(no dates of service)

A search of other database records for Guy (at http://www.ww2roll.gov.au) showed his dates
of service as 16 Dec 1941 – to 2 August 1946 but did not provide his date of posting into or out
of Fortuna or his terminal posting unit as indicated above.
The following caveat on that database may account for the missing information: “every
endeavour has been made to avoid postings that were considered non-effective (for
example, a hospital unit) or to which an individual was allotted for discharge purposes
only.” Guy’s posting at discharge is shown as HQ AMF Cartographic Company Southern
Command.
So, with Arthur and Guy apparently both serving at Fortuna between 1941 and 1944, it could
be either of them in the above image!
Robin Boyd mentioned above was Arthur’s cousin who (according to the Dictionary of
Biography (http://adb.anu.edu.au/biography/boyd-robin-gerard-penleigh-9560 )….

“…. enlisted in the Citizen Military Forces on 21 November 1939, was mobilized on 11
November 1941 and posted to the survey directorate, headquarters, Southern Command,
Melbourne. In July 1942 he joined No.3 Field Survey Company in Queensland and was
confirmed sergeant in October. Embarking for Port Moresby in March 1943, next month he
transferred to the Australian Imperial Force. He remained in Papua until April 1944 when,
taking leave, he saw his 14-month-old daughter for the first time. From March 1945 he served at
Bendigo, Victoria, with the Land Headquarters Cartographic Company. He was discharged in
September with the rank of acting warrant officer, class 2.”
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The record for Robin at http://www.ww2roll.gov.au shows his rank at discharge as “Private”
but this is possibly upon his discharge from the Militia to join the AIF. Robin’s entry in our
nominal roll is as follows:
V40621

WO2

BOYD

ROBIN J PENLEIGH

22/Apr/1940

20/Sep/1945

So, if I accept Robin’s rank progression from the biography extract above, it’s probably not
him and is therefore still Guy or Arthur in the above image! It is also noteworthy that the “J”
in our nominal roll record should probably be a “G” – for Gerard. Robin received the award of
CBE in January 1971 and died on 16 October the same year, by which time he was regarded as
Australia’s most successful, prolific and influential architect. That’s another impressive story
of achievement!
As to details of Arthur Boyd’s own life and Army service, since he does not appear with others
of the Boyd dynasty, on the Australian Dictionary of Biography, I’ve had to refer to other
convenient sources, such as this, from the web pages of The Sydney Morning Herald at:
http://www.smh.com.au/entertainment/art-and-design/arthur-boyd-agony-and-ecstasy-of-agreat-painter-at-nga-20140826-108epr.html

“While painting landscapes at Wilson's Promontory, the 14-year-old Arthur met the older
McCulloch brothers, Alan and Wilfred, who were then attending the Gallery School. It was
through their example he enrolled there for the last term of 1935 and the first two terms of
1936. With the death of Emma Minnie Boyd in 1936, the widowed Arthur Merric Boyd retired to
a cottage in the bayside suburb of Rosebud on the Mornington Peninsula, Port Phillip Bay, and
Arthur joined his grandfather, escaping from both the drudgery of factory work and the
discipline of the Gallery School. The resulting Rosebud paintings, such as the remarkable Selfportrait in red shirt (1937) in this exhibition, were among the earliest that this precocious
teenager exhibited. They bear testimony to the vibrancy of his juvenile creations, with clear
colours and bold, expressive brushwork.
By 1939 he was back at Murrumbeena, but he was soon called up and joined the army. After
several miserable months in different units, by Christmas 1941 he had been transferred to the
army's Cartographic Headquarters. This was later transferred to the inland city of Bendigo,
which the authorities considered easier to defend if Australia was to be invaded. For Boyd it
meant a separation from his family and Yvonne Lennie, the woman he met in 1942 and whom he
was to marry in 1945.
By temperament the artist was totally unsuited for the army, but he persevered in the
cartographic unit until his discharge in March, 1944, by which time he was already living with
Yvonne. It was a troubled period in his life, where bouts of loneliness, depression and a nervous
breakdown were accentuated by a disturbed private life and the general wartime atmosphere
that prevailed in Melbourne. In his final years of military service his main duties consisted of
driving and delivering documents from the cartographic depot in South Melbourne to the main
headquarters in Bendigo. There were tales of the vehicle on occasion being absent-mindedly
abandoned and of top-secret maps strewn across the road from the unsecured van.”
The tag of being “totally unsuited for the army” was probably applied to many men of that
era, both in and out of uniform. Indeed, even during my own 25 years of relatively modest
and recent service, I met several in uniform, to whom that tag could have been justly
applied. My personal observation was that promotion beyond an obvious level of
incompetence - and even independent command – was not always denied to such individuals.
Curiously, the database at http://www.ww2roll.gov.au gives Arthur’s rank as “Signalman”
and his unit at discharge as Signals 2 Cavalry Division.
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Arthur’s cousin Robin obviously was suited for the army, achieving the rank of WO2 in 5 years,
however, this extract from Wikipedia possibly confirms Arthur Boyd’s own viewpoint during
his time in the army:

“Boyd was conscripted in 1941 and served with the Cartographic Unit until 1944. Although he
did not see active duty, Boyd's expressionistic wartime paintings, including images of cripples
and those deemed unfit for war service, were considered painful images of the dispossessed and
the outcast.”
Arthur Merric Bloomfield Boyd was made an Officer of The Order of the British Empire – (Civil)
on 1 January 1970, an Officer of The Order of Australia on 26 January 1979, a Companion of
The Order of Australia on 8 June 1992 and was Australian of The Year, 1995.

Wikipedia also states that: “In 1993, Arthur and Yvonne Boyd gave family properties comprising
1,100 hectares (2,700 acres) at Bundanon the Shoalhaven River to the people of Australia. Held
in trust, Boyd later donated further property, artwork, and the copyright to all of his work.”
Arthur died in Melbourne on 24 April 1999 at the age of 78. A distinguished life!
Parliament House in Canberra hosts a very impressive tribute to him in the Great Hall. It’s in
the form of a massive tapestry, 20m x 4m, woven over the course of two years by 14 weavers
of the Victorian Tapestry Workshop, in collaboration with Arthur. It is based on his specially
commissioned large landscape painting: Untitled (Shoalhaven Landscape).
I decided that, in view of the information unearthed about this exceptional artist and former
Corps member, I should include the better-rendered and unambiguous image of him below,
from the Art Gallery of NSW, in our photo collection.
I then contacted the Bundanon Trust to see if they could shed any light on the Boyd in our
image. They were very helpful in advising that it is not Arthur Boyd - but they are not certain
that it is Guy.
They did, however, provide me with a 1944 photo of Arthur Boyd in uniform! I’ve rendered
that photo as below, for our collection. In addition, the Bundanon Trust kindly provided a
1969 warm family photograph of several members of the Boyd family, including brothers Guy
and Arthur together. A rendered extract from that photograph is shown with others at the
end of this article.
If anyone has a more precise date for our HQ AHQ Cartographic Company image, then that
might assist in better identification of our Spr Boyd.
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Researching Boyd’s fellow traveller and artist, John Perceval, I found in Wikipedia that he:

“…. was the last surviving member of a group known as the Angry Penguins who redefined
Australian art in the 1940s. Other members included John and Sunday Reed, Joy Hester, Sidney
Nolan, Arthur Boyd and Albert Tucker.
He was born Linwood Robert Steven South at Bruce Rock, Western Australia, the second child
of Robert South (a wheat farmer) and Dorothy (née Dolton). His parents separated in 1925 and
he remained at his father's farm until reunited with his mother and travelling to Melbourne in
1935. Following the marriage of his mother to William de Burgh Perceval, he changed his name
to John and adopted the surname de Burgh Perceval.
In 1938 Perceval contracted polio and was hospitalised, giving him the opportunity to further
his skills at drawing and painting. Enlisting in the army in 1941 Perceval first met and
befriended Arthur Boyd. After leaving the army [Author’s note: after only 8 months] and moving
into the Boyd family home, "Open Country",[1] Murrumbeena, he married Boyd's younger sister
Mary in 1944. Together he and Mary Boyd produced four children.”
Perceval held his first solo exhibition at the Melbourne Book Club in 1948 and showed
regularly with the Contemporary Art Society. Between 1949 and 1955 he concentrated on
producing earthenware ceramics and helped to establish the Arthur Merric Boyd Pottery in
Murrumbeena. Returning to painting in 1956 Perceval produced a series of images of
Williamstown and Gaffney's Creek.
Moving to England in 1963 Perceval held solo exhibitions in London, and travelled to Europe,
before returning to Australia in 1965 to take up the first Australian National University Creative
Fellowship. John Perceval, a major retrospective exhibition, was held at Albert Hall, Canberra
in 1966. Author Margaret Plant's monograph John Perceval, was published in 1971.
Suffering from alcoholism, and later in life from schizophrenia, in 1974 Perceval was committed
to the psychiatric hospital Larundel, Melbourne, where he remained until 1981. John Perceval:
A Retrospective Exhibition of Paintings was held at Heide Park and Art Gallery in 1984. He was
awarded Officer of the Order of Australia (AO) in 1991.”
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John Perceval died on 15 October 2000, aged 77. I have rendered a photograph of him for
inclusion in our photo collection. The other two rendered photos of newly identified, formerserving Boyds, also appear below. Larger versions have been stored. These came from the
public domains of the National Library of Australia, Bundanon and Alchetron.

That snake certainly had a long tail!

John Mobbs

Letters to Mum from 1st Division Topographic Survey Troop
on Exercise Droughtmaster 1980
By Mark Heinrich

While clearing out Mum’s place recently, I chanced upon a collection of letters I had written
her at the beginning of my Army career. Of course these were the days before Facebook,
email and mobile phones, and it was common to write each week or two. Among them was
one I’d written whilst on Exercise Droughtmaster in October 1980, on the back of a
broadsheet produced by 1st Topographic Survey Troop, which was deployed to the exercise.
In those days, 1 Topo was integrated into 1 Field Survey Squadron in Brisbane, rarely
venturing into tactical activities. However, 1st Division Headquarters was beginning to take its
operational role more seriously at that time, and after some workup exercises deployed to
the Bourke for what was described as the largest Army exercise since WW2.
Our OC, Captain Dennis Puniard, took the role seriously and ensured we did what we could to
rejuvenate the 1 Topo tactical role. This included, for example, extending the canopy bows
of the unit’s truck to improvise a mobile dark room with small process camera, and I recall
Sergeant Nicholls hanging RC10 film out to dry on lines strung up about the place whilst
deployed. We had a small exercise, Dusty Prelude, to test out what we could take and do
whilst deployed.
The letter provides some personal insights into life ‘at the front’ in those dusty days, so I
thought I’d share it with you (less the family bits at the end):
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“The paper I am writing this on is a sheet made up of newspaper articles relevant to Exercise
Droughtmaster – it was produced by our unit. We’ve printed quite a few things out here—
from maps to menus for the Chief of General Staff’s dinner (Lieutenant General Dunstan).
The exercise is nothing like those of last year. We’re in a rear camp setting, in with the
Divisional Headquarters, which means we’re accommodated quite well in tents. We have a
mess, including bar facilities at night and there are open air films on every night. We even
have hot showers, albeit the open air type where you put a bucket of hot water into a
canvas bag that has a shower rose on the bottom.
The weather here is generally warm to hot – inside the tents the temperature often hits
115oF. This is especially so on windy days where we have to keep the tents closed up to keep
out the dust. At the moment it’s raining though – the first decent rain since we’ve been
here. Before the exercise proper started I was working on top of a hill about 100 km SW of
here when a storm hit. We thought it was only a dust storm so weren’t unduly concerned.
Then the rain hit and by the time we’d packed up I was well and truly drenched. I was out in
an Iroquois helicopter today and we were driven back by a storm—the radios wouldn’t work
so we couldn’t risk going further.
Prior to 15 October (we arrived on the 4th) we were allowed local leave and I went into
Bourke a couple of nights. Would you believe Chad Morgan was playing at the Bourke RSL
Club! The first Song, The Sheik of Scrubby Creek was quite funny, being his most wellknown. However, the rest of the show was weak lavatory humour. Nevertheless, the locals
loved it and many of them knew the words to the songs (even some of the young girls).
Strange bunch. We’re still allowed to take swimming parties to the local pool, which is a
welcome relief from the heat.
The cartoon overleaf about the fences is quite pertinent. Damage control is a very sensitive
point – especially with armoured vehicles rumbling about the countryside. The Divisional
Commander, Major General Kelly, ‘stopped the war’ yesterday, ordering one of the
battalion groups to go back and repair the fences they had damaged. Since the rain set in
this afternoon there is a ban on armoured vehicle movement until it dries out a bit
tomorrow. Shouldn’t take long as the countryside is very dry. With all the vehicle
movement, a 20 km/h speed limit has been imposed on the main supply route and you must
drive off the edge of the road to avoid damaging it. With the amount of dust and sand
around since the exercise started, 20 km/h is realistic. I had to drive 80 km to a task the
other day—at that speed it’s a very long drive.
In one of the surveying instrument (Tellurometer) boxes I found a rusty old harmonica. I
cleaned it up a bit, worked out where the notes were and have started to play, soon picking
up the basics. My repertoire includes:
-

God Save the Queen
You are my Sunshine
Don’t Fence Me In
Beethoven’s Song of Joy
When the Saints Come Marching In

The trouble is the songs I know are embedded in my mind and I can’t think of any others.
One of the blokes in the unit made us a unit flag the other day. We used a survey tower as a
mast (30 ft of 3 inch water pipe) and had a flag raising ceremony. Sergeant Nicholls played a
fanfare on a piece of hose and I played God Save the Queen on the harmonica. Funny thing is
that our pole is about twice as high as the 1st Division flag pole and is quite a landmark in
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the area.

It’s quite a class reunion here at Bourke. I’ve met so many of my OCS classmates from last
year. As you can read overleaf, units are coming from all over Australia to take part. The
locals quite like having us here as the Army is spending a lot of money locally.
I was in town the other night to pick up our Director, Colonel Hillier, who was visiting the
exercise. He was dining with a few other senior officers and I sat with them while they ate. I
happened to sit next to Colonel Peter Phillips who was at Woodside about five years ago.
When I told him I used to live there he seemed to recognise the name Heinrich. I wonder
whether you might know him and his wife Rosemary. I had quite a long yarn with him—a very
nice man.”
Well, tactical support has come a long way since those days. I still have that harmonica (it
was also among Mum’s things)—but my repertoire hasn’t improved to any great extent.
Working on the ukulele now instead.

OC CAPT Dennis Puniard surveying the camp mud
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After the rain – out the back of Bourke but not quite the inland sea

Morning routine - LCPL Kym Reynolds, SPR Frank Downie, SGT Brett Van Leeuwen
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Getting ready for the General’s
inspection? – Kym Reynolds looking after
Brett Van Leeuwen

Surveyors and State of Origin Footy?!!
Contribution by Don Swiney

Don Swiney reported last year that he and Glenis were returning home from Queensland via
the New England Highway and stopped at Wallangarra/Jennings, on the Queensland – New
South Wales border for a break. There they wandered over to the Wallangarra railway
station which for about 50 years from 1887 was the “break-of-gauge” station between the
two states. In the Second World War the town became a key logistic centre for stores and
ammunition and remains so today. While enjoying a coffee at the pleasant station café, Don
found a story of interest about the original state boundary survey in the 1860s and how a
Centenary of Federation Border Survey in 2001 found a 200 metre error in the original survey
putting in doubt which state Jennings should be in. One of the surveyors on the 2001 project
was former Survey Corps officer Dick Ellis who served with 2 Fd Svy Sqn at Randwick, Sydney
from 1977 to 1980.
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Dick Ellis (NSW) – middle row, 2nd from left,
hands in pockets!

The following is from:
http://www.ga.gov.au/scientifictopics/national-locationinformation/dimensions/border-lengths
“Queensland - New South Wales Border
Letters of patent dated June 6 1859
defined the boundary between
Queensland and New South Wales as
lying between Point Danger, following
watersheds and rivers, to the line of
parallel of 29°South. The survey was
carried out between 1863 -1866, from Point Danger to the Dumaresq River. Performed by
Francis Roberts of Queensland, and Isiah Rowland of New South Wales, the two were
supposed to work together. However when a falling out between them occurred, the pair
each completed a separate survey. NSW records of the survey were destroyed in a fire, and
both state governments settled on the Queensland survey.
From 1879 to 1881, the section between the Barwon River and the South Australian border
was surveyed at 29° south latitude by George Watson of Queensland, and John B Cameron of
New South Wales. The pair battled several floods and a drought to complete the job. The
corner marked at the boundaries of Queensland, New South Wales, and South Australia bears
Cameron's name today.
In 2001, modern surveyors retraced the steps of Rowland and Roberts as part of a Centenary
of Federation project, and found a 200 metre error. On the surface this might not seem like
much to be concerned about, however the error occurs at the point where the twin towns of
Wallangarra (Qld) & Jennings (NSW) are located, on the New England Highway. Established in
1885, indications are that the originally intended boundary would put most of Jennings
squarely inside Queensland. In an area where loyalty to state-based sporting teams,
businesses, and beer is practically religious, declaring one town to actually be in another
state is tantamount to heresy according to locals. Public sentiment is that Jennings has
always been in New South Wales, and always will be.”
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A History of the World in 100 Objects
from the British Museum
By Peter Jensen

Earlier this year the National Museum of Australia hosted the
exhibition A History of the World in 100 Objects from the
British Museum. The oldest object was a stone chopping tool
fashioned by human ancestors about 2 million years ago. For
those of you who served in Papua New Guinea, you would
perhaps have been surprised and amused to see at number 96 a
Waghi Valley warshield emblazoned in SP No1 Bia colours.
Brightly painted shields are meant to intimidate the enemy and
at first I thought that this form of personal protection must
have gone to sponsorship. But in this case the shield (152 x 61 x
12cm and made with metal) was painted in this way as beer
was the cause of a road accident death of a man which then led
to fighting.

Objects number 92 was a number of United States Election Badges – the photo does not need
any commentary

The collection included four items relating to human endeavour of exploration and discovery:
brass Hebrew Astrolabe circa 1350 AD - the most advanced technology of the time to
navigate, make mathematical calculations, workout horoscopes and establish time using a
principle which was developed by the Greeks around 150 BC; silver 1589 AD Circumnavigation
Medal of Francis Drake being the second captain to circumnavigate the world - his 1580
circumnavigation route was kept secret from the Spanish until their armada was defeated;
Easter Island double-headed land boundary marker circa 1700 AD; brass, steel and mahogany
ships chronometer from HMS Beagle used on Charles Darwin’s global voyage 1831.
Number 101, added for the exhibition in Australia, was the Wireless Local Area Network
(WLAN) testbed developed by researchers at the Australian CSIRO that solved the main
problem of indoor wireless networking which was that radio waves bouncing off walls and
furniture created a distorted signal. CSIRO found that transmitting several signals over
various frequencies simultaneously merging into a complete signal at the reception point
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solved the problem. This is now the modern high-speed Wi-Fi on computers, tablets and
phones.

Postcards – people, events, what’s new etc
By the editor

Facebook
Many of you already know of the Facebook page Royal Australian Survey Corps (RASvy) –
closed group – managed by Daryn Radford and Gary Warnest. It is a forum for keeping in
touch and sharing information with others - “A Facebook Group for former Australian Army
Survey Corps Personnel to post information and photos of interest. This is different from the
Facebook 'Organisation' page which was automatically generated from Wikipedia by
Facebook. It is also not the official page of the various RASvy associations (rasurvey.org),
however feel free to communicate via this group.”
History of the Royal Australian Survey Corps
Charlie Watson alerted me to the Public Relations video on YouTube title A History of the
Royal Australian Survey Corps. The period covered is the late-1950s to 1970s. It is worth a
look at the technology and processes of the day and the many familiar faces.
The book The Australian Army from Whitlam to Howard by John Blaxland, published by
Cambridge University Press in 2014, includes a section Survey Operations in the Pacific and
Indonesia on pages 41-43. The author highlights the value of these operations to the
participants in the bi-lateral defence cooperation program.
Spotted at the Canberra Balloon Festival in March – Danny Galbraith

Not long after sunrise Danny was busy inflating the blue balloon on the right
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Then Air Force popped-up to lead the way – that day all balloons were grounded because of poor
weather

The Marathon Man – Peter Ralston
Peter recently complete another Canberra marathon in a great time – 4hr 23min (I think). He
trains trying to fit three half-marathons a week into his busy ‘life schedule’. Peter also does
great community work including pairing with a blind runner to stay on the track and to guide
them to avoid obstacles. Well done Peter.
Projects – ‘Faces of the Corps’ and ‘A Nominal Roll of RA Svy 1910-1996’
John Mobbs continues to receive photos for his project ‘Faces of the Corps’ and Peter Jensen
has published Version 2017 of the Corps Nominal Roll which is available from the home page
of the Corps website at www.rasurvey.org
Reunions
Possible 50th anniversary reunions of some School of Mil Svy Basic Courses are on the minds of
some of the students. These include 35/69 and 36/69 Basic Survey Courses and 1968 Basic
Draughting Courses. Please contact me (Peter Jensen) for more information.

Our Association Calendar 2017 – the fridge magnet
Fri 30th June 2017

1st July - Royal Australian Survey Corps birthday (102nd) lunch

September – October 2017

Golf Day (SNAGA) – maybe at Narooma

Sat 11th November 2017

Remembrance Day dinner

Thu 14th December 2017

Christmas Happy-Hour – The Duxton Bar and Restaurant,
O’Connor shops

Wed 25th April 2018

ANZAC Day march, commemorative service and lunch
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